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1550-7998=20We discuss various issues concerning the behaviors near the boundary (  0; ) and the midpoint
(  =2) of the open string coordinate X and its conjugate momentum P  i=X acting
on the matter projectors of vacuum string field theory. Our original interest is in the dynamical change of
the boundary conditions of the open string coordinate from the Neumann one in the translationally
invariant backgrounds to the Dirichlet one in the D-brane backgrounds. We find that the Dirichlet
boundary condition is realized on a lump solution only partially and only when its parameter takes a
special value. On the other hand, the string midpoint has a mysterious property: it obeys the Neumann
(Dirichlet) condition in the translationally invariant (lump) background.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.72.046004 PACS numbers: 11.25.SqI. INTRODUCTION
One of the most celebrated catch phrases for string field
theory (SFT) is the background independence. Although
perturbative string theory is constructed on a particular
background, SFT is expected to connect different back-
grounds by reexpanding the string field around the classical
solution representing the new background. Hence, we ex-
pect that, with SFT we are able to understand how physics
around the background changes dynamically.
An ideal laboratory for this interesting mechanism is the
open string sector. According to Sen [1], the tachyon in a
certain open string theory with D-branes indicates the
instability of the D-brane. After the tachyon condensates,
we arrive at states of lower dimensional D-branes and
finally at the true vacuum without D-branes (tachyon vac-
uum). In the SFT description [2], the theories before and
after the tachyon condensation, namely, the theories with
D-branes of various dimensions and the one without any D-
branes are connected simply by the shift of the string field
; ! C  with C being a classical solution of
SFT. In this sense, the action of SFT is common among the
backgrounds.
This background independence of open SFT, however,
leads to an apparent contradiction as we shall explain (let
us consider the bosonic open string theory in the follow-
ing). The open string field X
; c; b is a func-
tional of the space-time string coordinate X
 as well as
the (anti-)ghost coordinates, c and b. Before the
tachyon condensation (i.e., in open SFT in the presence
of a space-filling D25-brane), the string coordinate X
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05=72(4)=046004(11)$23.00 046004and its conjugate momentum P
  i=X
 are
subject to the Neumann boundary condition (BC) for all

  0; 1; 	 	 	 ; 25:
dX

d
0; dP
d
0; 0: (1.1)
Therefore, they are expanded in term of the cosine modes:
X
  bx
  iX1
n1
an  ayn 
n; (1.2)
P
  1
bp
  X1
n1
an  ayn 
n

; (1.3)
where n and n are defined by
n 

2
n
s
cosn; (1.4)
n 

n
2
r
cosn; (1.5)
and bx; bp and an; ayn  satisfy
bx
; bp  i
; a
m; ayn   m;n
: (1.6)
On the other hand, in open SFT in the background of lower
dimensional D-branes, the string coordinates X? per-
pendicular to the D-brane should obey the Dirichlet BC:
X?  0;   a?; (1.7)
where a? denotes the perpendicular coordinates of the
brane. However, the two boundary conditions (1.1) and
(1.7) are inconsistent if the two open string fields 25 and
p describing the fluctuations around a D25-brane and a
Dp-brane with p < 25 are related through the shift 25 -1  2005 The American Physical Society
1See also [18–21] for issues concerning the midpoint in VSFT.
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C p using the Dp-brane classical solution C in the
SFT around the D25-brane.
One way to resolve this puzzle is to start with the open
SFT of Witten [3] describing the D25-brane background
and study the SFT obtained by reexpanding around the
classical lump solution representing Dp-branes with p <
25. Although the classical lump solutions in the open SFT
have been obtained in the level truncation approximation to
give expected results for their energy density [4–6], it
seems hard to give a definite answer to our question of
the change of the boundary conditions within this approxi-
mation. In this paper we shall adopt another way: we start
with vacuum string field theory (VSFT) [7,8], which is a
candidate SFT expanded around the tachyon vacuum with-
out any D-branes. The space-time open string coordinate
X
 as an argument of the string field of VSFT and its
conjugate P
 are subject to the Neumann BC and have
expansions (1.2) and (1.3) since VSFT should describe the
translationally invariant tachyon vacuum. What is good
about VSFT is that exact lump solutions have been con-
structed [8–10]. Therefore, it is expected that we can carry
out exact analyses on how the boundary condition switches
to the Dirichlet one for the string coordinates perpendicular
to these lumps.
Then, in what sense can the boundary condition change
from the Neumann one to the Dirichlet one in the lump
solution background of VSFT? The most conservative and
modest test is whether the physical excitation spectrum
around a lump solution agrees with that on the D-brane.
Here we would like to pursue another possibility:
X?; P? acting on any fluctuation modes around
a lump solution satisfy the Dirichlet BC due to some
singular nature of the solution [11–13]. Recall that the
matter part 
C of the p-dimensional lump solution in
VSFT satisfying the projector condition

C 
C  
C; (1.8)
is factorized into the direct product of the projectors in
each space-time direction:
j
Ci  jNi0  	 	 	  jNip  jDip1  	 	 	  jDi25;
(1.9)
where jNi
 and jDi
 are the translationally invariant and
the lump projectors for the direction 
. And the tachyon
fluctuation mode around 
C with center-of-mass momen-
tum kk in the directions 
  0; 1; 	 	 	 ; p parallel to the
brane is given by injecting kk to the midpoint of 
C;
expikkXk=2j
Ci [14,15] (higher excitation modes in
the longitudinal directions are given by multiplying the
tachyon mode by suitable combinations of the creation
operators akyn [16,17]). Therefore, in order for the change
of the boundary conditions in the sense mentioned above is
realized, it is at least necessary that the string coordinate
X
 acting on the lump projector jDi
 in the 
-th
direction vanishes at the endpoints (we are assuming that046004the lump is located at x
  0):
X
  0; jDi
  0: (1.10)
Besides the string coordinate X
, its conjugate momen-
tum P
 should also satisfy the Dirichlet BC on jDi
.
However, we must be careful about the string parameter .
It may happen that P
jDi
 diverges at the endpoints
  0 and  although the Dirichlet BC (1.10) for X
 is
realized. In this case we must suitably choose a new string
parameter s  s in the neighborhood of each of the
endpoints in such a way that both X
sjDi
 and
P
sjDi
 have a regular series expansion in powers of s
(we assume that s  0 corresponds to the endpoint). Here,
P
s with an argument s denotes the conjugate momen-
tum associated with the new string parameter; P
s 
d=dsP
s. We should examine whether the
Dirichlet BC for the new conjugate momentum
P
s  0jDi
  0; (1.11)
is satisfied or not.
We carry out the test of the Dirichlet BC (1.10) and
(1.11) on the one-parameter family of lump solutions given
in [9,10] using the boundary CFT technique. We find that
the condition (1.10) for X
 is satisfied only at a special
value of the parameter. The condition (1.11) for the con-
jugate P
, however, cannot be satisfied even at that value
of the parameter. The same test of the Dirichlet BC is done
also for another one-parameter family of lump projector
obtained in [8] by the algebraic technique to lead to a
negative result. Therefore, our conclusion is that the
Dirichlet BC cannot be completely satisfied in the sense
of (1.10) and (1.11) at least for the known lump solutions in
VSFT. As a by-product of our analysis of the boundary
conditions, we find that, contrary to the previous expecta-
tion, the one-parameter family of lump solutions given in
[9,10] and that given in [8] are different ones.
On the other hand, it has been known that the matter
projectors have peculiar properties at the string midpoint
  =2: for example, we have X
=2jDi
  0 for the
lump projector [11].1 This suggests that the midpoint could
be interpreted as a kind of string endpoint. We examine the
midpoint behavior of the string coordinate and its conju-
gate acting on the projectors to find that the Dirichlet
(Neumann) condition in the above sense is indeed satisfied
for the lump (translationally invariant) projectors. Physical
interpretation of this result, however, is still unclear.
In the above analyses of the boundary and the midpoint
behaviors, we implicitly assume that the original oscilla-
tors an; ayn  of (1.2) and (1.3) are the fundamental ones and
study the behavior of their coefficient functions. However,
we can define a new set of oscillators which is different
from an; ayn  and in a sense more natural in discussing the-2
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behaviors of the string coordinates and their conjugates
acting on projectors. The new annihilation operators are
defined to annihilate a projector instead of the Fock vac-
uum of the string modes. We examine how the boundary
and the midpoint behaviors are changed if we adopt the
new set of oscillators as the fundamental ones.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. In
Sec. II, we carry out the analysis of the boundary and the
midpoint behaviors of the string coordinate and its con-
jugate acting on a lump projector. In Sec. III, we examine
the midpoint behavior of the translationally invariant pro-
jector. In Sec. IV, we discuss the disagreement of the two
kinds of lump projectors by making use of the boundary
conditions. Then, in Sec. V, we repeat the analysis of the
midpoint behavior for the translationally invariant projec-
tor by taking the new oscillators. Finally in Sec. VI, we
summarize the paper and discuss further problems. In the
appendices, various technical details used in the text are
explained.2Our parameter t is equal to t0 in [10].II. LUMP PROJECTOR
As stated in Sec. I, we would like to study the boundary
and the midpoint behaviors of the string coordinate X
and its conjugate P acting on the VSFT lump projec-
tors. As a concrete example, let us first consider the lump
solution proposed in [9] using the boundary CFT tech-
nique. Its explicit expression in the oscillator representa-
tion is given up to the overall normalization by [10]
jDti 
Z 1
1
dpj eDtpi; (2.1)
with
j eDtpi  exp 12 X1m;n1Qmnaymayn  p
X1
n1
‘na
y
n
 1
2
p2

jpi: (2.2)
Here and in the following, we omit the Lorentz index 

associated with the projector and the oscillators in it. In
(2.2), jpi is the eigenstate of the center-of-mass momentumbp satisfying
bpjpi  pjpi; bxjpi  i @
@p
jpi; (2.3)
and Qmn, ‘n, and  are given as follows:
Qmn  1mnp Iz0 dz2i h
0z
zm
I
w0
dw
2i
h0w
wn
 1hz  hw2
hzhw  t2t2  hz2t2  hw2p ;
(2.4)046004‘n 

2
n
s I
z0
dz
2i
h0z
zn
t
hz t2  hz2p ; (2.5)
  2 ln2t; (2.6)
where the function hz and its derivative are
hz  arctanz  1
2i
ln
1 iz
1 iz ; h
0z  1
1 z2 :
(2.7)
Note that the matrix Qmn and the vector ‘n are both twist-
even ones satisfying CQC  Q and C‘  ‘ with Cmn 
1nmn being the twist matrix. The present solution jDti
carries a real parameter twhich specifies the position of the
twist operators in its BCFT construction.2 The value of t is
restricted to t  =4.
Now letting X (1.2) and P (1.3) act on the solu-
tion jDti to express the result without using the annihila-
tion operators, we get
XjDti  i
Z
dp

Ap X1
n1
Jnayn

j eDtpi;
(2.8)
PjDti  1
Z
dp

Bp X1
n1
Knayn

j eDtpi;
(2.9)
where the coefficient functions A, Jn, B, and
Kn are
A  l 	   ; (2.10)
J   Q 1  l ; (2.11)
B  l 	   1; (2.12)
K   Q 1: (2.13)
Using the integral representations (2.4) and (2.5), we can
carry out the infinite summations (i.e., the multiplications
between matrices and vectors) in (2.10), (2.11), and (2.12)
to find that they are expressed in terms of two kinds of
functions, C and In:
C  1
2
ln
t t2  hei*2p
t t2  hei*2p ; (2.14)-3
3We use the same symbol for the operators related by a
conformal transformation and distinguish them by their
arguments.
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2n
p
I
z0
dz
2i
h0z
zn
1
hei*  hz


t2  hei*2
t2  hz2
s
; (2.15)
where * is a positive infinitesimal and its origin is the
regularization factor en* multiplying n and n.
In fact, the following relations hold (see Appendix A for
their derivation):
A  C  C  2ReC; (2.16)
Jn  In  In  2Re In; (2.17)
B  1
2i
d
d
C  C  d
d
ImC; (2.18)
Kn  12i
d
d
In  In  dd Im In:
(2.19)
Note that
C  C; In  In: (2.20)
Having finished the preparation, we shall proceed to the
study of the boundary and the midpoint behaviors of (2.8)
and (2.9). Concretely, we shall examine the behaviors of
the functions A, Jn, B, and Kn which are the
coefficients of p and ayn . For the sake of the easiness of
explanation, we shall first look at the midpoint behaviors.
A. Midpoint behavior
It has been known that the lump projectors jDi of VSFT
share the property X=2jDi  0 [11]. Although the im-
plication of this property is still controversial, it suggests
that the midpoint could be interpreted as the endpoint. Here
we shall study this property in more detail for the present
jDti (2.1) for which the explicit calculation is possible. In
particular, we are interested in the behavior of both
XjDti and PjDti near the midpoint.
First, it is easily seen from hei=2  i1 that
C=2 and In=2 are both pure-imaginary and hence
we have A=2  Jn=2  0, implying that
X


2

jDti  0: (2.21)
For studying the behaviors near the midpoint, it is conve-
nient to express hei in terms of a new real parameter
s>0 as
hei 
8><>:

4  i2s

0  < 2

;
 4  i2s ;


2 <  

;
(2.22)
The explicit relation between  and s is0460041
s
 ln1 sinj cosj ’2 ln
2
j=2  j ; (2.23)
and the point s  0 correspond to the midpoint   =2,
while s  1 to the endpoints   0 and . Then, it is
easily seen that both C (2.14) and In (2.15) have
regular series expansions in powers of s around s  0, and
that their real (imaginary) parts are odd (even) functions of
s. For example, we have
Cs  i
2
 2ts i*


2
 

ts2 

2
2
 4
3
t2

ts3
Os4;
(2.24)
where *x  1 (  1) when x > 0 (x < 0). Therefore,
XsjDti has an expansion in odd powers of s, which
is consistent with the Dirichlet condition (2.21).
Symbolically we have
XsjDti  s s3  s5  . . . : (2.25)
This implies that the natural string parameter near the
midpoint is not the original one  but rather is s.
Therefore, as the momentum variable conjugate to Xs 
Xswe should take Pswhich is related to the original
P by3
Ps  d
ds
P; (2.26)
in order to satisfy
Xs; Ps0  is s0: (2.27)
For this Ps, PsjDti is given by (2.9) with B and
Kn replaced with
Bs  d
ds
B  d
ds
ImC;
Kns  dds Kn 
d
ds
Im In;
(2.28)
respectively. Recalling that ImC and Im In are even
in s, we have symbolically
PsjDti  s s3  s5  . . . : (2.29)
Namely, PsjDti also satisfies the Dirichlet condition at
the midpoint. However, PjDti with the original string
parameter  is divergent at the midpoint. This is seen from
ds
d
  s
2
cos
’s0  12 s
2e1=s ! 1; (2.30)
obtained from (2.23). We shall discuss the implications of
our result on the midpoint behaviors in Sec. VI.-4
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B. Endpoint behavior
Next let us study the behaviors of XjDti and
PjDti near the endpoints   0; , which are directly
related to the change of the boundary conditions (in the
following we consider   0). The endpoint behaviors of
the basic functions C (2.14) and In (2.15) are com-
pletely different between the cases of t > =4 and t 
=4 since we have h1  =4: C and In have046004regular Taylor expansions in powers of  for t > =4,
while their expansions are in odd powers of


p (in par-
ticular, we have C0  In0  0) when t  =4.
Explicitly, using the expansion
hei  
4
 i


2
 
3
12
O5

; (2.31)
we haveC 
8>><>>:
ln =4
t

t2=42
p  2it


t2=42
p  2tt22=8
2t2=423=2 
2 O3;

t > 4

;
2ei=4 p  53 ei=43=2 O5=2; t  4; (2.32)
and
In  1
2n
p
I
z0
dz
2i
h0z
zn
 1=4  hz
8>>>><>>>>:

t2=42
t2hz2
q 
1 it2=4hz
2t2=42=4hzO2

;

t > 4

;
1
=42hz2
p

ei=4
2


p  ei=4
42
3=4hz
=4hz 3=2 O5=2

;

t  4

:
(2.33)This result implies that, for t > =4, the original Neumann
BC of X and P is kept unchanged even if they act on
jDti. However, the boundary condition is changed when
these coordinates act on jD=4i at the special value t 
=4 which corresponds to putting the twist operators at
ends of the local coordinate in the BCFT construction of
the solution [9,10]. Let us concentrate on the latter case in
the rest of this subsection. First, XjD=4i satisfies the
Dirichlet BC at the endpoints:
X0jD=4i  0: (2.34)
Next, for considering the boundary condition of the con-
jugate momentum P, we have to specify the natural string
parameter near the endpoints as we did for the midpoint in
the previous subsection. Since (2.32) and (2.33) for t 
=4 are expanded in odd powers of


p
, the natural string
parameter near the endpoint   0 is u  p rather than
the original . For Xu  X we have symbolically
XujD=4i  u u3  u5  . . . : (2.35)
However, the expansion of Pu  d=duP acting on
jD=4i is in even powers of u:
PujD=4i  1 u2  u4  . . . : (2.36)
Therefore, even at the special point t  =4, the boundary
condition ofPujD=4i remains Neumann although that of
XujD=4i is changed to Dirichlet. The change of the
boundary conditions in the background of the lump solu-
tion (2.1) cannot be completely realized in the expected
manner even in the case t  =4.III. MIDPOINT BEHAVIOR OF THE NEUMANN
PROJECTOR
We have seen in Sec. II A that the string coordinate and
its conjugate momentum acting on the lump projector (2.1)
perfectly satisfy the Dirichlet condition at the midpoint. In
this section, we shall carry out the same kind of midpoint
analysis for the translationally invariant Neumann projec-
tor jNi of VSFT [8], which is given up to normalization by
jNi  exp

 1
2
X1
m;n1
Smna
y
ma
y
n

jp  0i; (3.1)
where the matrix Smn has the following integral represen-
tation:
Smn  1mnp Iz0 dz2i h
0z
zm
I
w0
dw
2i
h0w
wn
 1hz  hw2 : (3.2)
Since Smn is equal to the t! 1 limit of Qmn (2.4) for the
lump projector, i.e., Smn  limt!1Qmn, most of the neces-
sary formulas are obtained by simply taking the limit in the
corresponding equations in Sec. II for the lump projector.
We have
XjNi 
bx iX1
n1
JNn ayn

jNi; (3.3)-5
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
X1
n1
KNn ayn jNi; (3.4)
where JNn  and KNn  are given by
J N  S 1  lim
t!1J  l; (3.5)
K N  S 1  lim
t!1K: (3.6)
Taking the t! 1 limit in (2.17) and (2.19), we obtain
JNn   2Re INn  

2
p
tn; (3.7)
KNn   dd Im I
N
n ; (3.8)
where INn  given by
INn   lim
t!1In
 1
2n
p
I
z0
dz
2i
h0z
zn
1
hei*  hz ; (3.9)
and tn is the vector appearing in the fluctuation modes
around the solution jNi [14]:
lim
t!1‘n 

2
n
s I
z0
dz
2i
h0z
znhz  

2
p
tn: (3.10)
The natural string parameter in the present case is again s
of (2.22). However, contrary to the case of In, the
present INn  without
t2  hei2=t2  hz2p has
the property that its real (imaginary) part is even (odd) in
s. Therefore, corresponding to (2.25) and (2.29), we have
XsjNi  1 s2  s4  . . . ; (3.11)
PsjNi  1 s2  s4  . . . : (3.12)
Namely, both XsjNi and PsjNi are subject to the
Neumann condition at the midpoint with respect to the
new parameter s:
d
ds
XsjNi
s0 ddsPsjNi
s0 0: (3.13)
As for the boundary conditions of X; PjNi at the
endpoints   0 and , they remain Neumann since noth-
ing singular happens at the endpoints for the Neumann
projector jNi.4Our convention of the Neumann matrices and vectors is given
in [13].IV. ANOTHER LUMP PROJECTOR
Besides the lump projector jDti which we discussed in
Sec. II, there is another kind of lump projector constructed
in [8]. In this section we shall discuss the relationship
between the two lump projectors by making use of their
boundary behaviors.046004First, let us summarize the lump solution of [8]. In its
construction, they introduced the zero-mode oscillator
a0; ay0  which satisfies the usual commutation relation
a0; ay0   1:
a0 

b
p
2
bp i
b
p bx; ay0  bp2 bp ibp bx; (4.1)
where b is an arbitrary positive parameter. The lump
projector jbi of [8] is given up to normalization by
jbi  exp

 1
2
X1
m;n0
S0mna
y
ma
y
n

jbi; (4.2)
where jbi is the state annihilated by all an including a0:
anjbi  0; n  0: (4.3)
The coefficient matrix S0 in the exponent is given in quite a
similar manner to the algebraic construction of the trans-
lationally invariant solution (3.1) [8,22]. We have to add a
prime to all the matrices indicating that they are extended
ones including n  0. First, S0 is related to another matrix
T0 by
S0  C0T0; (4.4)
with the (extended) twist-matrix C0mn  mn1n (m; n 
0), and T0 is given in terms of the primed Neumann matrix
M00 by
T0  1
2M00
1M00 

1M001 3M00
q
: (4.5)
M00 is expressed in terms of the unprimed Neumann matrix
M0 and the vectors v0 and v1 by4
M00  M
0
000 M000n
M00m0 M00mn
 
 1
2
3
b
1

2b
p
1 v
T
0
2b
p
1 v0 M0  11 3v0vT0  v1v T1
0@ 1A; (4.6)
where 1 is
1  2V00  b2 ; (4.7)
with
V00  12 ln

33
24

: (4.8)
The solution (4.2) has a free parameter b. It was conjec-
tured that b is a kind of gauge parameter [8] although no
proof has been given yet.-6
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Using the relation
jpi 

2
b
1=4
exp

b
4
p2  bp pay0  12 ay0 2

jbi;
(4.9)
the lump projector (2.1) we considered in Sec. II can also
be put into the squeezed state form (4.2) using the zero-
mode oscillators. The corresponding S0 is
S0mn  Qmn  ‘m‘n b=2 ; m; n  1; (4.10)
S0n0  S00n  

b
p
 b=2 ‘n; n  1; (4.11)
S000 
 b=2
 b=2 : (4.12)
Now let us proceed to discussing the relation between
the lump solutions. It was conjectured in [10] that the two
lump solutions, (2.1) with parameter t and (4.2) with b, are
the same thing; namely, they agree each other by giving t as
a function of b (or vice versa). Numerical analysis for the
relations (4.10), (4.11), and (4.12) was carried out in [10] to
obtain results supporting the conjecture. In this section,
however, using the boundary conditions of X acting on
the two kinds of lump projectors, we present a negative
result for the agreement of the two. More precisely, we
shall show that the solution (2.1) at t  =4 cannot coin-
cide with the other solution (4.2) for any value of the
parameter b.55From the (numerical) agreement of the two S000, S000 for (4.2)
given by (4.5) and S000 of (4.12), it was claimed in [10] that t 
=4 corresponds to b ’ 1:16.
046004First recall (2.34), namely, that X0 acting on the solu-
tion (2.1) at t  =4 vanishes. On the other hand, for the
solution (4.2) we have
Xjbi  ia0y 	 S0  10jbi; (4.13)
where the primed vectors 0 and a0 are defined by
 0 

b
p
2
2
n
q
cosn
0@ 1A  bp2

 !
; (4.14)
and a0  a0; a1; a2; 	 	 	T including a0, respectively.
Therefore, the condition for
X0jbi  0; (4.15)
is S0  100  0, which is equivalent to
T0  1 1 C
0
2
00  0; (4.16)
for the twist-even and odd parts of 00. Since T0 is given
by (4.5) in terms of M00, these conditions are translated into
the following two:
M00 
1
3

1 C0
2
00  0; (4.17)
M00  1
1 C0
2
00  0: (4.18)
Let us consider the first condition (4.17). Its LHS is given,
using (4.6) and that v0 is twist-even, by
M00 
1
3

1 C0
2
0 

2b
p
1

v0 	   2

2
p
3 V00

1
1

b
2
p  3v0 	 

v0 

M0  13

1C
2 
0BB@
1CCA; (4.19)and hence (4.17) is reduced to the following b-independent
conditions for the unprimed quantities:
v 0 	    2

2
p
3
V00; (4.20)

M0  13

1 C
2
   2p v0: (4.21)
However, the condition (4.20) can be shown to be invalid.
In fact, the LHS of (4.20) is calculated using the integral
representation of v0 to give
v 0 	 0   2

2
p
3
V00 

2
p
3
ln2: (4.22)A derivation of (4.22) is given in Appendix A. Therefore,
the boundary condition (4.15) cannot hold for any value of
the parameter b, and hence jD=4i at t  =4 cannot agree
with jbi for any b.6
V. NEW OSCILLATORS
When we considered the boundary or midpoint behav-
iors of X; P acting on the various projectors jProji,
we studied the coefficient functions of ayn jProji. However,
there is a priori no reason why we have to look at the
coefficients of ayn jProji with the original creation operator
ayn ; in particular, ayn is not a finite operator on the projectors
in the sense that the norm of ayn jProji is not finite even if
jProji is normalized.6Equation (2.21) at the midpoint holds also for jbi since we
have S0  10=2  0 [11].
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TABLE I. The endpoint and the midpoint behaviors of the
string coordinate X and its conjugate momentum P acting on
the projectors jDti and jNi of VSFT. N and D denote the
Neumann and the Dirichlet conditions, respectively.
Endpoint Midpoint
X P X P
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In this subsection, we shall propose another way of
considering the boundary or midpoint behaviors. This is
to take, instead of the original an, the following bn:7
b 0  1
1 S02
p a0  S0a0y; (5.1)
with b0  b0; b1; b2; 	 	 	T including b0. Here we are con-
sidering a lump projector (jProji  jDti or jbi) of the
form (4.2) in the a0; ay0  representation for the zero-mode.
The basic properties of bn are that it annihilates the solu-
tion,
bnjProji  0; n  0; 1; 2; 	 	 	; (5.2)
and that it is normalized:
bm; byn   mn: (5.3)
In terms of the new oscillator bn; byn , the string coordinate
and its conjugate momentum are expanded as
X  ib0  b0y 	0; (5.4)
P  1

b0  b0y 	0; (5.5)
where the function sets 0  0n and 0 
0n are defined by
 0 

1 S0
1 S0

1=2
0; (5.6)
 0 

1 S0
1 S0

1=2
0; (5.7)
with 0 of (4.14) and
 0 
1
b
pn
2
p
cosn
 !

1
b
p

 !
: (5.8)
If we regard bn; byn  as the basic oscillator, it is the
behavior of 0 and 0 at the boundary or the mid-
point that matters. However, this analysis is not an easy
task for the lump solutions since there appear square roots
of matrices in the definitions (5.6) and (5.7).
For the translationally invariant solution jNi (3.1), we
can similarly define new oscillator bn annihilating jNi. It is
given by the unprimed version of (5.1). The corresponding
mode functions are
  

1 S
1 S

1=2
; (5.9)
  

1 S
1 S

1=2
: (5.10)7The change of oscillators from a0 to b0 was considered
previously by [21–23]. We are grateful to the authors of [23]
for informing us of their work.
046004In this case of jNi we can carry out explicit calculations
since the eigenvalue problem of the Neumann matrices has
been solved completely [24]. We present the outline of the
calculation in Appendix B. In the neighborhood of the
midpoint   =2, n is expanded in odd powers of
s
p
with s defined by (2.23):
n  const:

2
n
s I
z0
dz
2i
h0z
zn
 sp  hzs3=2
Os5=2:
(5.11)
On the other hand, n is given as
n  ddwn; (5.12)
with wn having also an expansion in odd powers of

s
p
:
wn  1
2n
p
I
z0
dz
2i
h0z
zn
 sp  hzs3=2 Os5=2:
(5.13)
Recall that INn  giving JN (3.5) and KN (3.6) has
an expansion in integer powers of s. In the present case the
expansions have been changed to those in terms of half an
odd integer powers of s. This is due to the square roots in
(5.9) and (5.10) and that the matrix S has the eigenvalue 1
(see Appendix B).
Equation (5.11) and (5.13) imply that the natural string
parameter near the midpoint is v  sp rather than s. The
mode function nv for the momentum Pv correspond-
ing to the string parameter v is
nv  ddv Imwn
 1
2n
p
I
z0
dz
2i
h0z
zn
1 3hzv2 Ov4;
(5.14)
and it is subject to the Neumann condition at the midpoint
(namely, d=dvnv  0 at v  0). However, nv 
n (5.11) for the coordinate Xv has an expansion in
odd powers of v and does not satisfy the Neumann condi-
tion at the midpoint. Namely, the midpoint behavior of thejDt=4i D N D D
jDt>=4i N N D D
jNi N N N N
-8
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string coordinate acting on jNi of (3.1) depends on the
choice of the basic oscillators, an; ayn  or bn; byn . It is our
future problem to carry out similar analysis of the bound-
ary behavior for the lump projectors.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper we studied the endpoint and the midpoint
behaviors of the string coordinate and its conjugate mo-
mentum acting on the various matter projectors in VSFT.
Our original expectation was that the Dirichlet BC is
realized on the lump projectors in spite of the fact that
the string coordinates are defined to obey the Neumann BC
in VSFT. Our findings are summarized as follows:(a) The endpoint and the midpoint behaviors of the
lump projector jDti (2.1) with a parameter t and
those of the translationally invariant projector jNi
(3.1) are summarized in Table I. Here, we adopted
the original oscillators an; ayn  as the basic ones;,
namely, we examined the behaviors of the coeffi-
cient functions of ayn in X;PjProji.(b) The string coordinate acting on another lump pro-
jector jbi (4.2) carrying a parameter b does not
satisfy the Dirichlet BC at the endpoints for any b.
This is a negative result against the identification of
the two lump projectors jDti and jbi [10].(c) If, instead of the original oscillators an, we adopt as
the basic oscillators the new set bn (5.1) which
annihilates the projector, the Neumann property of
XjNi at the midpoint no longer holds.There remain many questions left unanswered. First, as
seen from Table I, our original expectation on the dynami-
cal change of the boundary conditions of X;P from the
Neumann to the Dirichlet on the lump background is not
completely realized. Even in the case of jDti at t  =4,
the conjugate momentum remains Neumann at the bound-
ary although the string coordinate obeys the Dirichlet BC.
This may imply that our expectation that change of the
boundary conditions occurs in X;PjProji is too strong.
Another possibility would be that the change of the bound-
ary conditions is realized in the coefficient functions of
other set of creation operators in X;PjProji than the
original ayn . A candidate of such new set oscillators is
bn; byn  of Sec. V. In this paper, we saw only that the
midpoint behaviors of X;PjNi are different between the
ayn and the byn cases. Carrying out a complete analysis of
the boundary conditions using byn for the lump projectors
jDti and jbi is one of our future problems. Analysis of the
eigenvalue problem of the primed Neumann matrices in
[25] may be useful. It is interesting if the new set of
oscillators have special meaning in the construction of
the fluctuation modes around the solution in VSFT [14,16].
Our second problem is the interpretation of the midpoint
behaviors of X;PjProji. In this paper, we found that the
midpoint obeys perfectly the Neumann and the Dirichlet
condition in the cases of the translationally invariant and046004the lump projectors, respectively. This may merely be a
manifestation of the singular nature of VSFT with purely
ghost BRST operator [11,26]. A more positive and radical
interpretation of this phenomenon would be that the mid-
point is in fact the open string boundary. In particular for
jNi, the property R=20 dPjNi  0 implying naively
that we can split the left and the right halves of the open
string [11,27] seems to support our expectation. Pursuing
this possibility is also our interesting future problem.
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FG03-92-ER40701.APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF (2.16), (2.17), (2.18),
(2.19), AND (4.22)
In this appendix we briefly summarize the points in
deriving (2.16), (2.17), (2.18), (2.19), and (4.22). In carry-
ing out the infinite summations in (2.10), (2.11), (2.12), and
(2.13), we multiply n and n by the regularization
factor en* and let *! 0 in the end. Let us consider, for
example, Jn (2.11). For this it is convenient to use
another expression of Qmn,
Qmn 

n
m
r I
z0
dz
2i
h0z
zm
I
w0
dw
2i
1
wn1
1
hw  hz


t2  hw2
t2  hz2
s
;
(A1)
which is obtained from (2.4) by integration by parts. Then
the first term on the RHS of (2.11) with the regularization is
given by
X1
n1
Qmnnen* 

2
m
s I
z0
dz
2i
h0z
zm
I
Cw
dw
2i
 1
hw  hz


t2  hw2
t2  hz2
s
1
2w
X

1
we*i  1 :
(A2)
The contour Cw of the w-integration should be such that
encloses w  ei* but excludes the branch points w 
i of hw. The former requirement is due to the conver--9
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gence of the geometric series
P1
n1 cosne
n*=wn1.
Therefore, we should take residues at four points w  0,
z, and e*i in carry out the w-integration (the contour of
z-integration is a small one enclosing z  0), which give
‘m, m and Im, respectively, in the limit *!
0. This finishes the proof of (2.17). Derivations of (2.18)
and (2.19) are quite similar.
Next, the derivation of (2.16) is a bit more involved. The
first term of A (2.10) with the regularization factor is
written asX1
n1
‘nnen* 
I
Cz
dz
2i

d
dz
lnUz  1
z

X

ln

z ei*
z

; (A3)
where the contour Cz is the same one as Cw for (A2), and
Uz is given by
Uz  z
hz t

t2  hz2
q
: (A4)
Note that Uz is regular inside Cz, in particular, at z  0.
By taking as Cz the ones running just above and below the
logarithmic cut connecting z  0 and ei* for each of
the two terms in the summation
P
 in (A3), we see that the
contribution to (A3) of the d=dzUz term isP
lnU0  lnUei   C  C, while
that of the 1=z term vanishes. Hence we get (2.16).
Finally, we present the derivation of (4.22), which is
quite similar to that of (2.16) explained above. For this we
need the integration formula for the Neumann vector v0:
v0n   13 np Iz0 dz2i f
0z
zn

2
fz  1
1
fz !
 1
fz !

; (A5)
with
fz 

1 iz
1 iz

2=3
; f0z  4i
3
fz
1 z2 ;
!  e2i=3:
(A6)
Then, v0 	  with the regularization is calculated as
follows:X1
n1
v0nnen* 1
3

2
p
I
Cz
dz
2i

d
dz
lnWz2
z

X

ln

zei*
z

 1
3

2
p X

ln
W0
Wei
2

2
p
3
V00 1
3

2
p X

lnWei; (A7)046004where Wz is defined by
Wz  fz  1
2
z2fz !fz ! ; (A8)
and we have used that W0  24=33. Putting   0 in
(A7) and using that W1  1=2, we obtain (4.22).
APPENDIX B:  AND 
In this appendix we derive the series expansions (5.11)
and (5.13) of the functions (5.9) and (5.10) near
the midpoint. We apply the technique developed in
[24,28,29] for the eigenvalue problem of the Neumann
coefficients of the translationally invariant solution. Here
we use bras and kets for the vectors by following [28,29].
Let j8i be the eigenvector of the the infinite dimensional
symmetric matrix K1 with components K1mn 
 m 1mp m1;n  mm 1p m1;n corresponding
to the eigenvalue 8:
K1j8i  8j8i; 1< 8<1: (B1)
The Neumann matrix M0 is expressed in terms of K1 as
M0  1 2 coshK1=21, and hence j8i is also the
eigenvector of T  SC given by (4.5) without primes:
Tj8i  e=2j8jj8i: (B2)
Other basic formulas concerning j8i are
hnj8i 

n
p
8
I
z0
dz
2i
1
zn1
1 e8hz; (B3)
Z 1
1
d8
N 8 j8ih8j  1;

N 8  2
8
sinh
8
2

;
(B4)
Cj8i  j  8i; (B5)
where jni (n  1; 2; 3; 	 	 	 ) is the vector with its n-th
component equal to one and all other components equal
to zero.
The inner-products of j8i with the vectors ji (1.4)
and ji (1.5) are calculated using (B3) to give
h8ji 

2
p
8
Re 1 e8hei; (B6)
h8ji  1
2
p
8
d
d
Im 1 e8hei: (B.7)
Then, using the above formulas and
1 S
1 S

1=2j8i  1 TC
1 T2
p j8i
 1
1 ej8j
p j8i  e=2j8jj  8i;
(B8)-10
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we obtain
n 
Z 1
1
d8
N 8 hnj

1 S
1 S

1=2j8ih8ji


2
n
s
Re
I
z0
dz
2i
h0z
zn
fL1hz  L2hz
 L1hei  hz  L2hei  hzg; (B9)
where L1h and L2h are defined by
L1h 
Z 1
0
d8
8N 8
1
1 e8p e
8h  e8h; (B10)
L2h 
Z 1
0
d8
8N 8
e=28
1 e8p e
8h  e8h: (B11)
Similarly, wn of (5.12) is given by
wn  1
2n
p Im
I
z0
dz
2i
h0z
zn
fL1hz  L2hz
 L1hei  hz  L2hei  hzg:
(B12)046004The functions L1h and L2h are expressed in terms of
the gamma functions asL1h   2 sinh
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: (B14)The expansions (5.11) and (5.13) around the midpoint are
obtained by using the definition (2.23) of the parameter s
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